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2 | Introduction

§

As per Drewry 2016 report there was a shortage of 19,000 officers on the
total demand of 610,000 industry wide,

§

We see that expected shortage will be coming down mainly due to large
number of ships going into lay up but shortage of engine officers will continue,

§

Maritime Schools world wide on 100 students on the academic year, will have
on average 30 Engineers and the rest is navigators,

§

Attempts to increase number of graduates from schools and increasing
number of schools leads to lower standards and poorer quality of graduates,

§

To keep ships going Owners have to pay more in wages to ChEngrs than to
Masters.
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3 | Autonomous Ships

As a total resolution to the challenges, fully autonomous ships are being
considered:

But do we need them?
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4 |Ship operators’ dilemas and challenges
- Main shortages are with Engineers, we do have sufficient supply of
Deck officers and ratings,
- Younger generation of Marine Engineers less keen on getting hands
dirty, would rather leave M+R to specialised repair gangs,
- Above requires different approach to M+R based on plug and play,
Maintenance Contracts by OEMs, modular construction and design
allowing for Component rather than Spare Part Based Maintenance,
- Complexity of equipment and „spicing” equipment with electronics
requires different set of skills, putting fixing equipment out of scope
for most marine engineers,
- Time available for M+R gets shorter and shorter, while the
equipment’s TBAs still not reaching dry to dry dock intervals,
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5 | Walk before you run

-

Fully autonomous ships are technically possible, but society’s acceptance
might be still lagging behind, particularly in case of tankers and other ships
with dangerous goods,

-

They will reduce demand not only on Engineers whom we have not enough,
but also Deck Officers where we have no challenges yet,

-

Complexity of fully autonomous ship will be obviously much bigger than than
ships with ECR ashore,

-

This could be the first step in the progression and getting acceptance by
society of autonomous ships,

-

Also Owners, who are inheritently conservative, will get the time to get used
to the idea that there is initially greatly reduced number of crew on board and
than no one on board,

-

But, this is not matter of economics or reducing the OPEX. We must address
the demand for Engineers more urgently than worry about cost reduction,
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6 | Proposed solution
Ships without on board ECR, linked by Satellite link to ECR ashore, with
the following advantages:
1. Where we used to have one set of Engineers per ship, we will now
have one set watching 24/7 group of 4 to 6 ships, leading to better
utilization of available resources,
2. Better M+R standards by using qualified repair gangs specializing in
particular pieces of machinery,
3. Better economical results and return on investment into M+R,
4. Higher availability of the ship through reduced off hires,
5. More predictable OPEX, especially if maintenan contracts by OEM are
introduced,
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7 | Design features
What should be the features of the ship allowing for realization of idea of vessel
without Engineers on board:
A.The most important will be redundancy - node 2, at least or higher,
B. Easy access to all main machinery allowing for Component and not Spare Part
based maintenance,
C. High degree of integration of machinery, reducing the amount of auxiliaries
needed to run it,
D. Good quality equipment supported by OEM with all levels of technical support
– direct, on line, manuals, etc,
E. Availability of maintenance contracts on all mission critical equipment,
F. Good quality automation and controls fully integrated with data transmission
system i redundant SatCom system of sufficient capacity,
G. Cyber security systems to protect data transmission,
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8 |Example of design
The technical details of the ship that could meet the requiremets of the
Engineer-less vessel could be represented by Green Reefers’ „reefer ship
of the Future” design. Pls note LV diesel electric propulsion system with:
-

Main gen sets which can be moved in one piece in and out of the ER,

-

All servicing pumps and controls attached to the engine ane engine driven,

-

Sandwich type 50/50% electrical propulsion motor, half of which can be easily
replaced without all usual hassle connected with alignment work,

-

Water lubricated stern tube to reduce number of auxiliary machinery and M+R
work,

-

Reduced to minimum number of machinery, all easily movable in and out of
Engine Room,

-

GA Plan, as illustration: GREEN REEFERS_GA_20150129.pdf
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9 |Illustration of the ECR ashore system
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10 | Ship-Shore connection

11 | Personal Mobile Controller

12 | Need for Class Notation
§We have nowadays all technical means to realize the idea of shore based ECR,
but unfortunately regulations are lagging behind,
§Building ship with ECR ashore would require Risk Assessment based classification
process, that would need to be repeated for each ship, each design,
§To facilitate design, construction progress and building ships that industry needs
to meet crewing challenges, special Class Notation should be created; naval
architects would then know what is needed to draw the design, how to select the
equipment, how to form the hull, etc.,
§We will also need to have change in national and international regulations. Flag
states should be capable to agree to new, revised manning level. New SMC will
be needed, reflecting technical status of the ship, as we have it now with E0
Class,
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13 |Issues to be considered
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14 | BIMCO’s Standart

15 | Summary
1. We have all technical means to realize highly advanced, autonomous
ships, capable to do voyages w/out any people on board,,
2. What we need practically are designs which will allow us to address
challenges facing the industry, mainly shortage of Engineers,
3. To facilitate design and construction of ships with ECR ashore we
need clearly defined set of rules and requirements, represented by
Class Notation,
4. We will also need a set of national and international rules and
regulations that would allow flag states safely accept such a ship
under their Flag. New form of SMC would be needed.

Thank you for your attention!
Any questions?
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